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Fabfilter Pro-L Limiter
GEORGE SHILLING is pleased to find a brickwall that doesn’t sound like a brick
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abfilter is a music software company based
in Amsterdam in The Netherlands, founded
by two partners in 2002. Their first plug-in,
One, was a simple software synthesizer, with
special attention paid to the sound of the all-important
cut-off filter. The designers achieved a raw sound, but
avoided sounding “digital”, even at full resonance.
They have subsequently developed ranges of further
instrument plug-ins, and added audio processing
plug-ins. The Pro-L brickwall limiter is one of their
two most expensive items, but at £129 it won’t break
the bank. The installers include VST, VST3, AU, AAX
and RTAS versions, and multiple computers can be
authorized with a licence key.

The Pro-L is designed
for mixing and mastering.
Opening it for the first time,
a help balloon pops up over
a Help button at the top.
Hovering over any button or feature for a couple of
seconds brings up a context balloon with a paragraph
or two of fairly in-depth explanation; this can of course
be disabled. It’s like being back on Mac System 7, but
is still a great way of learning the functions. Clearly
much thought has gone into the interface, and this
is a breeze to navigate; buttons have clear text labels
with a good size font. The window is resizable; there
is a Compact mode with just main meters, and three
sizes of regular display which provide a square-ish
scrolling graph. And top-right there is also a button
to make the GUI go full-screen (losing the host’s
menu section). Clicking the Help button opens a menu
to access the manual, toggle the hints, access the

Fabfilter website or Support page etc. The Help manual
pops up in a custom web-browser window with
links to different sections; it is extremely thorough in
function descriptions and even includes an excellent
Recommended Workflow chapter.
You can quickly get stuck in by raising the Gain
slider on the left. The default preset has sensibly
been designed to work very well in most situations.
It seems slightly ridiculous to describe a mouse-driven
slider as smooth, but there is something about the
GUI design that makes this seem responsive and
easy to set accurately. You have a range of 0.0 to
+30.0dB. Of course the other main control you’ll want
is the Output level, and this seems almost hidden by
comparison, with just a numeric setting at the bottom
right labelled Out, defaulting to 0.00dB. However,
hovering on this immediately pops up a knob with
a range down to -30.00dB. Clicking keeps the knob
visible when you move the mouse away. And then
hovering over the knob pops up a parameter display
of ‘Output Level 0.00dB’ — other controls behave
similarly. You can also directly enter values for settings
by double-clicking (and there are shortcuts like 1k for
1000Hz and A4 for 440Hz, and you can use strings,
percentages, and even multipliers for dB loudness
values). Knobs can also be mouse wheel controlled.
Wonderfully, by holding a modifier (depending on host
DAW) while changing either of these controls they
become reverse-linked, so you can immediately judge
what impact the limiter is having on the overall sound.
And of course there is a fine adjust modifier. A MIDI
Learn feature is even included.
Along the top is a bar reminiscent of the Waves
toolbar, with Undo/Redo buttons to reverse your last
changes, A/B settings for quick comparisons (along
with a Copy button), and a presets menu with varied
categorised starting points to get you going in different
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genres (like Acoustic, Rock, Dance) and applications
(including single elements), along with Save As and
an Options menu. A lock button holds certain settings
related to level so that you can try different presets
without levels and related parameters changing.
At the bottom are settings for Oversampling — Off,
2x and 4x — helpful when limiting heavily to avoid
aliasing and inter-sample peaks — at the expense of
a CPU hit. Comprehensive options for Dither are also
provided here. There is a Bypass button (which dims
the display).
That might seem like plenty to be getting on with,
but there is a further button labelled Advanced which
pops out a control comprising a Style drop-down menu
with four settings (Transparent, Punchy, Dynamic
and Allround), then knobs for Lookahead time, (0.00
to 5.00ms), Attack and Release times (affecting the
Release stage rather than the Transient), and two
Channel Linking knobs for Transients and Release
with ranges of 0 to 100%. Unlinking the Transient
stage can bring greater transparency and loudness.
Unlinking the Release lets things wander around
— which may or may not be desirable!
Bordering the right edge is a pair of excellent
full height meters with fine resolution for level and
gain reduction. Click-to-reset maximum values are
indicated at the top. Level simultaneously shows
RMS (with a slow 2000ms release) and Peak using
two different shades of grey, while the gain reduction
reacts downwards in red. I like the colours — the red
almost implying ‘Look at the damage you’re doing!’
Three ranges are available, 16, 32 and 48dB, plus
three K-Scale settings K-12, K-14 and K-20. The
excellent smoothly scrolling animated graph shows
superimposed input and output levels over a few
seconds, along with red gain reduction “stalactites” at
the top, with the Gain slider and Advanced controls

semi-transparent to show
the graph behind them.
The Advanced controls
appear near the bottom
where they are generally
out of the way of the stuff
you need to see anyway.
Additionally, a line flows
across the graph following
the top of the RMS portion
of the output meter.
Activating the ISP button
enables the maximum level
display to show numbers
above zero, indicating how
much you need to lower
the output level in order to
avoid inter-sample peaks. This is equivalent to EBU
R128 / ITU-R 1770 standards. If you don’t want to
lower the output level, activating Oversampling and
increasing the Lookahead time (which goes up to
5ms) will also both help reduce ‘overs’. Meter settings
hold while skipping through presets, but are saved
with sessions. Both the graph and meters can be
separately disabled if they are too distracting. Fabfilter
provides a good metering tutorial on YouTube which is
linked from the Help manual.
Pushing the level hard with the Pro-L, even with
default settings, is really quite astounding. It just
seems to keep going, with minimal artefacts and
distortion, even when venturing up to levels of prime
‘loudness war’ criminals. Of course there comes a
point where things start to crack, but the distortion
does seem remarkably “analogue” in nature, generally
without too much nasty high frequency buzz. The
comprehensive settings and superb presets make
this supremely flexible. The Lock Output button is

very helpful when experimenting with the presets,
retaining settings for Gain, Output, Oversampling,
Noise Shaping and Dithering. You can overwrite the
Default setting, and you can always Restore Factory
Presets in the menu if things go awry.
The Fabfilter Pro-L is truly fab. For very reasonable
money you get a fantastic sounding brickwall limiter
with features not seen in any other rival, along
with probably the most thoughtfully and thoroughly
designed interface of any plug-in. n

PROS

Sonically excellent, feature-packed,
incredible attention to GUI design and
functionality

CONS

None
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